Integrating fotonotes or wikigraphe or DOM Image Annotation to the Image gallery

Status
Closed

Subject
Integrating fotonotes or wikigraphe or DOM Image Annotation to the Image gallery

Version
2.x

Category
- Feature request

Feature
Image Gallery
Draw (SVG-edit)
New feature (not an enhancement to a current one)
Interaction (with the outside World)

Resolution status
Fix on the Way

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★★★★★ (0)

Description
http://fotonotes.net/
http://wikifarm.koumbit.net/wikigraphe
http://kryogenix.org/code/browser/annimg/annimg.html

A nice usage example:
http://flickr.com/photos/36381329@N00/2190723280/

Solution
A basic solution was added in version 2.0 by Louis-Philippe Huberdeau:
PluginAnnotation
You can also use Tiki Draw

Importance
2
Priority
10

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
909

Created
Tuesday 17 October, 2006 12:52:37 GMT-0000 by Unknown

LastModif
Monday 15 August, 2011 21:39:43 GMT-0000

Comments

Xavier de Pedro 23 Oct 06 18:03 GMT-0000

We (http://gclub.ub.es/carpetiki) are getting in contact with a dev. to code it (integration with perms. system in tiki, and in action log.
Either through image galleries, or even also through images in wiki pages?

Marc Laporte 26 Nov 07 12:10 GMT-0000

http://www.wikipaint.org/
http://ericdeis.com/content/beautyandchaos/beautyandchaos.php

Marc Laporte 12 Mar 08 14:23 GMT-0000

http://www.techcrunch.com/2007/02/04/online-photo-editing-overview/

Nelson Ko 20 May 08 01:03 GMT-0000
Fotonotes integration is being done by a Mozilla Google Summer of Code student this summer!

Nelson Ko 20 May 08 01:05 GMT-0000

I have done a prototype of http://canvaspaint.org/ integration with Image galleries. Contact me for the code if you want to play around with it. Unfortunately, the HTML 5 canvas tag is not supported by IE.

Marc Laporte 31 May 08 17:26 GMT-0000

By Louis-Philippe Huberdeau:

Marc Laporte 12 Jun 08 07:54 GMT-0000

http://www.taggify.net/
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